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Reinstatement of the Greek “Golden VISA” Program

Mr. Vaggelis Kteniadis, the President of V² DEVELOPMENT, he said that more 
than 70% Greek Golden Visa applicants are Chinese investors, the resumption 
of international travel is vital to the restoration of the project.

GIG: Can you introduce us about the V² DEVELOPMENT? How important is the 
Chinese market in your business?

Kteniadis: V² DEVELOPMENT is the No.1 residential development company in 
Greece. Since the establishment of the company in 1962, V² DEVELOPMENT 
has sold over 7000 real estate assets under our exclusive ownership. These 
experiences give our company a distinct advantage in assisting our clients in 
the property selection process. Our core business activities cover land develop-
ment, construction, trading and properties management. Our main properties 
are concentrated in the southeastern suburbs of Athens, and almost 90% of our 
projects and private properties are located there, but we also have some 
private properties in the center.

In addition, I am the Master Franchisor of Von Poll REAL ESTATE in Greece. Von 
Poll is one of the most prestigious real estate companies in Europe. As the 
Master Franchisor, we have set up our headquarters in Syntagma Square in the 
center of Athens. Until now, the international clients account for about 90-95% 
of our total investments. Many of these international investors come from 
China. We currently have three o�ces in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. 
Other major groups of international investors come from Turkey, Russia, UAE 
and Southeast Asian.

GIG: A�ected by the COVID-19, the Greek “Golden VISA” Program has almost 
been suspended.  What is the interest of international investors? What can we 
do to make the project thriving like 2019?  

Kteniadis: Compared with 2019, the new deals related to “Golden VISA” 
Program, have decreased by 90%. Due to the border closure caused by the 
COVID-19, third-country investors cannot visit Greece, so the deals currently 
processed are all from 2019 to 2020.

As Greece gradually reduces restrictions on international travel, once our 
embassy and consulates are allowed to issue visas to the third-country citizens 
to visit Greece, of course, all actions need to comply with all necessary 
COVID-19 precautions. I believe this project will be able to restore its prosperity. 
But this is also a crucial point, because the investors need to visit our country 
and check the potential property before deciding to apply for the Greek 
“Golden VISA” Program.

GIG: Based on your experience, why did Chinese investors choose 
Greece? Which investors are most likely to be attracted to this market 
(family, business etc.)?

Kteniadis: In the “Golden VISA” Program, Chinese citizens account for more than 
70% of investors, and their participation rate is increasing year by year.

The key reason for its popularity is that it can provides delivery unparallel financial 
return on investment. The applicants who were approved by the program are free 
to travel to the 26 countries in the Schengen area, and it can provides entrepreneur 
applicants with the opportunity to register a company in Greece and they can 
conduct business with other European countries or their country of origin.

If one family have lived in Greece for seven consecutive years and they have lived 
for more than 183 days per year, an adult has the right to apply the Greek 
citizenship through the program after seven years. For the minors, the children 
under 18 years old, they meet the criteria for applying the citizenship by studying for 
six consecutive years. Since 2013, the Greek permanent residence program or the 
“Golden VISA” Program has undoubtedly played a huge role in the recovery of the 
Greek real estate market. In my personal view, it has played the most important 
role.

All kinds of investors are interested in this project; but specifically:

--High-net-worth investors: As it is easy to travel throughout the passport-free 
Schengen area;
--Business people: As registering a company in Greece and setting up a branch in 
the Schengen area can serve as a bridge between the investor's origin country and 
Europe; and
--Family: As Greece can provides a high-quality life, education and a healthy 
environment.
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